Brian Weidner
52’ x 210’ Atlas Building Series
BUILDING USE: Growing/finishing barn
AUTHORIZED DEALER: Effingham Animal Health Center, Inc.
CUSTOMER NAME:

Case Study

BUILDING SIZE & SERIES:

Brian Weidner
Growing/Finishing Barn
Weidner runs a 120-cow/calf herd, owns 400 acres of his own, along with renting about the same number
of acres. Although not a big operator by today’s standards, but the Weidner farm has continually expanded.
With the cow/calf operation continuing to grow, Weidner needed to add more shelters.

“I looked at a lot of choices, but after researching the many types, I
always kept coming back to the Britespan series. I started planning in
September and by February, construction was completed.”
Weidner runs a 120-cow/calf herd, owns 400
acres of his own, along with renting about the
same number of acres. Although not a big operator
by today’s standards, but the Weidner farm has
continually expanded. With the cow/calf operation
continuing to grow, Weidner needed to add more
shelters. “The cowherd outgrew their current
shelters, so in 2012, I made the decision to erect
another shelter. I looked at a lot of choices, but after
researching the many types, I always kept coming
back to the Britespan series. I started planning
in September and by February, construction was
completed.”
Weidner chose to go with a 52’ x 210’ building used
for growing/finishing cattle. Inside, there is a feed
bunk on one side, 14’ scrape alley, bedpack in the
back, 5’ eave over the feedbunk, 4’ eave on the other
side, along with some storage in the building and
automatic waters.
Weidner has found a lot of positives over the past
two years. “The lighting is good. Even on cloudy days
and up until it starts to get dark, there is plenty of
lightning. Proper ventilation is extremely important
with the heat of summer and cold of winter, and the
buildings provide the ventilation to help offset these
temperature extremes.”
Although the building is only two years old, Weidner
is impressed with the durability of the Atlas series.
“Everything I read was positive. The company has
a good track record; the building is built to last. It
didn’t take long to put up. The building is so efficient,
but at the same time, the concept is so simple.”
Weidner is now exploring the idea of adding another
Britespan structure. “I would use this one more as a
storage building.”

For more information, call us at
1.800.407.5846 or visit us online.
britespanbuildings.com

Building Series
Britespan has been in the fabric building industry since 1994,
offering the widest product line available today. We design,
engineer and manufacture each product line in-house.
Our structures are engineered to be portable, temporary or
permanent, with rapid installs even in remote areas.

Why Britespan?
HOT DIP GALVANIZING
Post-weld hot dip galvanizing
bonds to steel to provide lifelong
corrosion resistance from the
inside out.

VENTILATION
Large volumes of interior
air space give you superior
air quality and ventilation.

Atlas Series
24’ - 108’ wide

Genesis Series
80’ - 200’ wide

CLEARSPAN INTERIOR
With no interior columns,
movement throughout the
interior is easy for vehicles
and equipment.

LIGHT

Easy Access Series
38’ - 67’ wide

Epic Series
80’ - 120’ wide

Naturally bright interiors create
comfortable environments and
help reduce energy costs.

QUALITY
Constructed from quality
North American steel and
engineered to comply with the
most current building codes.

Accent Series
26’ - 32’ wide

Apex Series
53’ - 100’ wide

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Custom Fabric
Colours Available
Rigid Beam Series

Contact us for details on our
full line of colour options or
to request fabric samples.

Up to 300’ wide

Custom eaves, heights and slopes available

For more information, call us at
1.800.407.5846 or visit us online.
britespanbuildings.com

Our structures provide large,
bright, secure spaces with
reduced operating and
maintenance costs.

Britespan buildings can be added
onto existing Cover-All Buildings

